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Topics discussed

• RS Chapter/Paper structure reviewed


• Inter calibration


• Analysis software status 

• Out-of-RS window synoptics



Analysis software status
• (1) pipeline data production software,  

(2) data analysis software


• everybody has to distribute raw (L1) and calibrated data (L2) 
and higher level data (L3)


• calibration software should (probably) also be public.


• IDL/SSW         versus         python/sunpy/gitlab


• calibration  software will evolve, user has to be informed that 
his L2 data is not up to date


• fixed schedule of releases (every orbit?) of updated 
calibration software/calibrated data
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- power is not an issue if we stay within the instrument 
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- an IOR per STP (~week) with a (mostly) stable weekly 
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observation program



Discussion: open questions

• When does SPROUT run? Non-stop outside RSW, only 
when most relevant, only during under-runs? When does 
it start?


• Onboard SPROUT data are a subset of LL data. On the 
ground this is not necessarily the case.


• Disclaimer that the current TN aims at improved 
connection science but does not cover all out-of-RS 
needs (special calibration, special PSP support, polar 
helioseismology, …), to be handled follow-on TN.
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